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Abstract: IceTop, the surface component of the IceCube detector, was completed in 2011 with 81 stations

covering an area of 1 km2. Most IceTop stations are placed with a spacing of 125 m. Three of them, located in

the center of the array, were deployed with smaller separations forming with five other neighboring stations a

sub-array called the InFill array. Standard IceTop analyses use events which trigger at least five stations leading

to an energy threshold of about a few PeVs. The goal of this analysis is to study the properties of small showers

that hit the InFill array and do not have more than five stations, This should allow us to measure the energy

spectrum in the overlap region with direct cosmic ray primary particle measurements.
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1 Introduction

The IceTop cosmic ray air shower array is currently oper-
ating with a complete configuration as a part of the Ice-
Cube Neutrino Observatory at the geographic South Pole.
IceTop consists of 81 stations covering an area of about 1
km2 at a height of 2832 m above sea level, which is equiv-
alent to an atmospheric depth of about 680 g/cm2. Each
station consists of two ice-filled tanks separated by 10 m,
each equipped with two Digital Optical Modules (DOMs)
as optical sensors [1].

IceTop measures the Cherenkov light emitted by
charged particles inside the ice tanks. When a signal is
recorded in a DOM, a local coincidence signal is required
from one DOM in the neighboring tank in the same station
within 1 µs to start the data recording.

IceTop measured the cosmic ray energy spectrum at en-
ergies between 1 PeV and 100 PeV [2, 3] and between 2
PeV and 1 EeV [4, 5]. These measurements were restricted
to air showers that trigger at least 5 stations, which is the
minimum number of stations required to achieve a stable
shower reconstruction in IceTop. This restriction results in
an energy threshold of a few PeVs. To decrease the energy
threshold of the detector to around 100 TeV, three extra sta-
tions were deployed at the center of the detector forming,
with five other stations in the center, a denser sub-array
called the InFill array (Fig. 1).

This analysis investigates the basic reconstructed
shower observables of events that trigger three stations in
the InFill array and have a maximun of five stations in Ice-
Top, and explores the possibility to measure the energy
spectrum between 100 TeV and a few PeVs. In this energy
range, the measurement would overlap with direct cosmic
ray primary particle measurements (e.g., ATIC [6]).

2 Data, Simulations and Event Selection

Monte Carlo simulations for proton and iron primaries
were produced using CORSIKA v73500 [7], according to

Figure 1: The completed IceTop array. The center area

represents the eight stations of the InFill array.

an E−1 spectrum. SIBYLL 2.1 [8] was used as a hadronic
interaction model for energies greater than 80 GeV and
FLUKA [9] for lower energies. Showers were generated
over all azimuths and with zenith angles between 0◦ and
65◦. Since the simulation is computationally intensive,
each generated shower was re-sampled 100 times over a
circular area around the center of IceTop, with a radius of
600 m, 800 m, 1100 m and 1700 m and a primary energy
range of log10(E/GeV): 4-5, 5-6, 6-7 and 7-8, respectively.

Three InFill stations are required to fulfill the InFill
trigger. Events are selected if the InFill trigger is passed
and we have a maximum of five IceTop stations per event.
Three of the InFill stations are required to be adjacent to
remove showers that pass the InFill trigger and have a large
distance between stations. Extra cuts based on the quality
of shower reconstruction are applied to ensure the selection
of well reconstructed events. We studied events in two
zenith angle bands of equal solid angle [1.0>cos(θ )>0.9]
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and [0.9>cos(θ )>0.8] to include the zenith dependence in
the analysis.

Data from June 2011 is used for this analysis. In to-
tal, 539,884 events were left for [1.0>cos(θ )>0.9] and
322,964 events for [0.9>cos(θ )>0.8] in the data sample
after all cuts.
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Figure 2: An example of a lateral fit distribution. The dis-

tance to the reconstructed shower axis is shown on the hor-

izontal axis. Different colors represent the arrival time of

the signal with red corresponding to early pulses. Error

bars are charge fluctuations.

3 Shower Reconstruction

The shower size, which is defined as the strength of the
signal Sref (in a unit of vertical equivalent muon VEM
[1]) at a given distance Rref to the shower axis, is one of
the main parameters that characterize the air shower. The
shower direction is determined from the arrival times of the
signals recorded by the DOMs, and the particle density and
core position are determined from the lateral distribution
of measured charges [2].

A first guess for the shower core is obtained by calcu-
lating the average of tank positions weighted by the square
root of the charges, while an initial estimate for the shower
direction is obtained by fitting a plane perpendicular to the
shower axis to the measured arrival time of signal. These
two first guesses are used as an input for a maximum like-
lihood fitting procedure [1] to fit a lateral distribution func-
tion (LDF) to the recorded signals,

S(r) = Sref

(

r

Rref

)

−β−0.303 log10(
r

Rref
)

, (1)

where Sref is the expectation value of the signal at a refer-
ence distance Rref from the shower axis. β is the slope of
the lateral distribution function at Rref . The free parame-
ters of this functions are Sref and β . Figure 2 shows the lat-
eral distribution function, with data from one event.

The maximum likelihood accounts also for stations that
did not trigger and saturated signals close to the shower
core. The likelihood, therefore, has four terms,

L = Lt +Ls +L0 +Lsat, (2)

where Lt describes the timing likelihood for the signal
arrival time, Ls is the signal size likelihood, L0 accounts for
stations that do not trigger, Lsat is a saturation likelihood.

The standard IceTop reconstruction fails for all events

that trigger less than five stations. In this analysis, we use

small showers with three, four and five stations, where we

fix the shower direction to the value from the first guess, to
decrease the number of free parameters, and perform the

fitting procedure in one step.
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Figure 3: The core and angular resolution for showers with

a zenith angle band 1.0>cos(θ )>0.9. Upper plot: the core

resolution. Lower plot: the angular resolution

To check the quality of the reconstruction, the core

and angular resolution are plotted in Figure 3, for pro-

ton and iron showers, in an energy range between 200
TeV and 1 PeV, and in the vertical zenith angle band

[1.0>cos(θ )>0.9]. The core resolution is defined as 68%

of the integral distribution of the distance between the re-

constructed track and the true track on the surface. The

core resolution for reconstructed showers is between 10 m
and 18 m (Fig. 3a). The angular resolution is defined as

68% of the integral of the angle between the reconstructed

track direction and the true track direction. The angular
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Figure 4: Difference between the shower size (S50, S80 and

S125) of proton and iron induced showers for reference

distances (R50, R80 and R125 m) as a function of the primary

energy.

resolution for proton and iron is around 2◦ (Fig. 3b).

In Figure 4, we study the shower size dependence on
primary mass and zenith angle at different distances from
the shower axis as a function of true energy. There is no
indication for a composition independent shower size at
any of the studied distances from the shower axis over this
energy range. This is due to the higher particle density for
proton showers than for iron showers. This difference de-
creases at higher energies and for more vertical zenith an-
gles.

The distance of 80 m was chosen as a reference distance
Rref for this analysis because most of our signals are around
80 m from the shower axis.

4 Effective Area and Reconstructed Energy

The effective area describes the efficiency of the detector
to detect air showers. It is calculated from Monte Carlo
simulations and is defined as,

Aeff = Agen
Ncut

Ngen
. (3)

Agen is the re-sampling geometric area used in simulations,
Ncut is the total number of events we keep in the final sam-
ple after all cuts and Ngen is the total number of generated
events in simulations.

The effective area for proton and iron showers in the
two zenith bands is shown in Figure 5. It reaches a max-
imum at energy of 400 TeV for proton and 630 TeV for
iron in the vertical zenith angle band. Due to the restriction
to showers that do not trigger more than five stations, Aeff

decreases rapidly towards higher energies. Iron starts inter-
acting higher in the atmosphere and showers will be at dif-
ferent stage of development at the detector level. The prob-
ability for showers to reach the detector level and trigger
at low energy is smaller for iron than for proton showers.
Inclined showers travel for a larger distance than vertical
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Figure 5: The effective area for proton and iron induced

showers triggering five stations in two zenith bands. Gaus-

sian fits were added to guide the eye.

showers in the atmosphere. Therefore, a clear composition
and zenith dependence can be seen in the effective area.
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Figure 6: log10(E true/GeV) vs log10(S80/VEM) for proton

and iron induced showers in the vertical zenith angle band.

The shower size is closely related to the primary energy
and can be used as an energy estimator. Simulated pro-
ton and iron showers were divided into intervals of width
0.1 in log10(S80). For each interval, the distribution of the
logarithm of the simulated primary energies log10(Etrue)
was fitted with a Gaussian. The mean of the Gaussian is
taken as an energy estimate for showers in the respective
log10(S80) interval. Figure 6 shows the energy estimate as a
function of log10(S80) for simulated proton and iron show-
ers in the vertical zenith angle band. The relationship be-
tween log10(S80) and log10(Etrue) is fitted with a parabola:

log10 E = p0 + p1 log10 S80 + p2(log10 S80)
2
. (4)

The parameters p0, p1, p2 are composition and zenith de-
pendent.
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Figure 7: The reconstructed energy distributions for showers triggering a maximum of 5 stations obtained from experi-

mental data with proton assumption (a) and with iron assumption (b). Different colors represent different zenith angle

bands.

An energy distribution is obtained when applying the
proton and iron energy conversion to experimental data
(Fig. 7). The data is reconstructed with proton assumption
(Fig. 7a), and with iron assumption (Fig. 7b). The recon-
structed energy depends, as expected, on primary mass and
zenith angle.

5 Conclusion and Outlook

In this paper, the performance of reconstruction for low
energy showers is investigated using simulations. The core
and the angular resolution have been calculated for proton
and iron induced showers and in two zenith angle bands.

Including the small shower events to the standard Ice-
Top analysis would lead to the possibility to extend the Ice-
Top energy threshold to around 100 TeV where it overlaps
with direct measurements. A clear composition and zenith
dependence on primary energy and primary mass has to be
taken into account for further analysis.

In order to measure the energy spectrum, some other is-
sues have to be included in this analysis. Most importantly,
the effect of snow on the shower signal is expected to be
large at this energy range [10].

We are planning to use more IceTop data to provide
enough statistics for a more accurate study of the energy
spectrum at low energy. Including events with larger num-
ber of stations is needed to have an overlap with the energy
spectrum measured with current IceTop analysis.
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